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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Berea L & N Depot is located in what used to be the business center of the town, at the
bottom of a wide ravine that cuts perpendicularly across the ridge on which the college and
residential area are located; the ridge itself is pierced by a railroad tunnel a short distance
from the station. Where once there were such enterprises as a roller mill factory, a lumber
mill, a canning factory, a commercial travellers' hotel, and an ice, coal, and tie yard within
convenient distance of the station there are now modest frame houses and a few neighborhood
shops. The station itself is located between North Broadway and Lester amid a street tangle
of tracks, most of them no longer used.
Although conforming to the long, low proportions and bracketted overhangs of the typical
late 19th-century small railway station, this later example is built of more durable materials
and has several other distinguishing features. The walls are of well-laid brick with trim of
both stone and brick laid in bands around the openings and above the stone belt-course at
sill-level. Raised brick bands further frame the openings and emphasize the rhythmic round
arches of the main entrances and the large flanking windows in which the raised mullions
perhaps suggest "Palladian windows."
The most prominent feature, particularly as the station is viewed from the ridge above, is
the wavy red-tile roof with its raised angles and ridges, and knobs at the apices and corners.
This conspicuous roof is supported at the edges by deep shallow brackets which project
vigorously from the wall. The station lacks the delicacy yet insubstantiality as well as the
articulation of parts of earlier Stick Style L & N Stations (see the National Register nomination
forms for the Paris and Shelbyville L & N Depots, for instance), but equally well suits the
trackside site and variety of functions housed within.
The original plan reveals subtle variations within the overall blocklike form: the triple
round-arched openings suggest a miniature Grand Central in the general Waiting Room. The
Ladies 1 Waiting Room, which opens off it through an arch, has additional round-arched
openings toward the tracks but is set back retiringly at the front corner. The Negro Waiting
Room (required after the 1904 frDay Laws" which forced the segregation of even Berea College,
founded in 1855 specifically for the purpose of offering higher education to blacks and whites
together; see the National Historic Landmark nomination form for Lincoln Hall, Berea
College, approved December 2, 1974) is not only divided from the main Waiting Room by
the Agent's office, but is also set back from the symmetrical street facade and on a line with
the Baggage and Luggage Rooms with their raised platforms. The Agent's office is inconspicuous on the street side (its window matches those of the toilets at the opposite side of
the general Waiting Room) but projects prominently onto the platform, allowing effective
views up and down the tracks.
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The Louisville & Nashville Railway Passenger Depot at Berea is not only a fine, if fairly late,
example of the line's stations of moderate size, but its history and that of its two predecessors
is also integrally related to the development of the town and Berea College during the fifty years
it served the heavy traffic they provided. It is hoped that preserved, restored, and adapted as
a community center,the depot will continue to be utilized by both town and gown.
When the old Kentucky Central Railway completed the tract of railroad from Paris, Kentucky, to
Sinks of Roundstone, Kentucky, in 1883 to connect with the Knoxville Division of the Louisville
and Nashville Railway, the settlement of Berea, Kentucky, through which the new railroad passed,
did not have enough citizens to justify any form of self-government. The struggling school of
Berea College which had been founded in 1855 in connection with the abolitionist movement and
to serve the Appalachian area, then had only 351 students enrolled. But with the coming of rail
transportation the institution and the town began to develop rapidly. On May 9, 1890, the village
was incorporated as a sixth-class city governed by a Board of Trustees.

According to Maury Klein, History of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad (pp. 296-97), on
September 22, 1891, the L & N acquired not less than two thirds of the stock of Kentucky Central
Railway consisting of 248.43 miles of track which included the 149.88 miles from Covington
to the Sinks, the track which went through Berea. Early in the history of the College important
visitors appeared. Records show that in 1900, Dr. Wallace Nutting, Helen Gould and William
E. Barton, D.D., were visitors of the College.
By 1905 traffic at the little stop in Berea had grown so that a larger station was required. The
February 23, 1905, issue of the Berea Citizen, the local weekly newspaper, related that a car
crew of carpenters under the supervision of Chief Carpenter James Payne had begun work on
the destruction of the old depot to make way for a new and larger one. It was estimated that the
new building, which was to cost $4,000, would be completed in four weeks and would be the best
depot between Livingston and Cincinnati.
College records show that 1001 students attended the school with a faculty of 56 in 1905. Berea
College had discovered Appalachia. In this connection President Frost said in 1911, "Now in
discovering this region and the pecularities of its people, Berea College has discovered a
national resource."
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The shed roof of the platform, now supported on plain steel posts, projects straightforwardly
toward the multiple tracks. A panelled chimney marks the centrally located Agent's office
below.
According to the plan (attached) and specifications supplied by the Engineering Department
of the L & N Railroad, the building is on a concrete foundation. The exterior walls are
brick veneer on tile. The interior, except the Baggage and Express Rooms,are plastered.
The roof is tile with a composition roof on the shed by the roalroad. The floors are cement
except in the office, where they are wood. There is a basement furnace room under the
Negro Waiting Room. There is an Express Room, a Baggage Room, a Negro Waiting Room
with toilet facilities, an Agent's office, a General Waiting Room with toilet facilities and a
Ladies'Waiting Room. Overall dimensions are approximately 150' x 45'. The approximate
0.9 acre site has been paved but is in need of repair. The immediate area is zoned for
neighborhood business.
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In 1918, the year World War I ended, the school enrollment had reached 2, 188 students,
nearly all of whom came by train from the Appalachian area. In addition to students many
prominent educators, philanthrophists, and others interested in the work of the College
came to observe its contribution and they came by railroad. The governing body of the
sixth-class city was changed in 1910 to an elected mayor and city council. The S. E. Welch
Department Store which had been founded in 1890 boasted in 1910 that Welch's was the
largest department store in Kentucky outside Louisville. Welch's served not only as a
retail store for Berea and the .surrounding area but as a wholesale store for surrounding
counties not serviced by a railroad. Much of their merchandise was bought by the carload.
WelchT s together with other businesses brought much freight traffic to the depot.
Increased traffic, both passenger and freight, made it necessary to enlarge the Depot
again. This time the Station was built under the supervision of the L & N's Engineering
Department. It was completed in 1920 at total cost of $24,332. In design, materials, and
functional adaptation to purpose it represents the best in small-town railroad architecture,
as supplied by the Office of the Chief Engineer of the line.
It is ironic that while the Depot was being constructed, another mode of transportation
was developing which would eventually play a large part in seriously crippling, if not
destroying, the rail system as the principal mode of transportation. The May 6, 1919,
issue of the Citizen carried an inconspicuous item, "The new garages are beginning to
show up. The Boone Tavern garage is rapidly being completed, while Welch's is getting
under way. " The automobile was in Berea to stay.
The November 5, 1959, issue of the Citizen reports that Pullman service ended for Berea
with the passing of the "Flamingo" on November 1, 1959. The March 7, 1968, issue reports:
"Berea no longer has passenger train service. The last south-bound train, No. 17, came
through last night and No. 18 stopped here early this morning on its last north-bound
journey. " Freight service was halted in 1969. Thus ended an era.
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